SKILLS BASED THERAPY & EXPERIENCES
COURSE NAME

Barist a Skill Bas ed
Experience Introductor y
Workshop

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE

COST OF
COURSE

COST FOR CLINICIAN TO
AT TEND WITH CLIENT

Learn what coffee making is all about.

•

Social skills

Learn the theories of coffee making.

•

Language learning

•

Communication skills

•

Memory

•

EF

•

Fine and gross motor

•

Developing interests

•

Exploring potential

•

Resume building

•

Social skills

Café Breakfast

•

Language learning

From food selection, food preparation, food
matching right through to artistically and skilfully
plating each food item to create a breakfast
masterpiece.

•

Communication skills

•

Memory

•

TOM

•

EF

•

Fine and gross motor

•

Developing interests

•

Exploring potential

•

Creative arts

•

Resume building

This introductory course teaches the terms and
procedures of the “standard” beverage menu in a
café.

$350+gst

Experience taking orders, making beverages, and
then serving.

Pay by transfer
or at the venue

$385

5 hours total
•

• 1 hour travel
4 hours course support

Workshop content can be modified according to
the individual.
Length: 4 hours

Café Breakfast
Preparation Workshop

GOALS & SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

Ratio: 1 : 1

This workshop aims to inspire the thoughts of its
participants to produce their own creation. It will
empower them with the skills and knowledge of
breakfast preparation.

Length: 4 hours
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Ratio: 1 : 1

$385

5 hours total

$350+gst
Pay by transfer
or at the venue

•

• 1 hour travel
4 hours course support
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SKILLS BASED THERAPY & EXPERIENCES
COURSE NAME

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE

COST OF
COURSE

COST FOR CLINICIAN TO
AT TEND WITH CLIENT

Most people do not like to go to a dental surgery.
They often have negative pre-conceived ideas
of what the experience will be like. Grange family
dental alongside The Health Hub offer a dental
experience with a difference.

Dent al Surger y Work
Experience

The participant will learn how they improve
people’s experiences when work is done on their
teeth. They will learn the difference between a
dentist and an orthodontist and see how they
differ in their work.

•

Professional experience

•

Language learning

•

Community experience

•

Fine and gross motor skills

•

Exploring potential

•

Social skills

•

Social skills

•

Language learning

•

Communication skills

3 hours total

•

Memory

• 1 hour travel
2 hour course support

•

EF

•

Fine and gross motor

•

Developing interests

•

Exploring potential

•

Community Connection

•

Resume building

2 hours total
$100

•

• 1 hour travel
1 hour course support

They will also be given a personal tour of the
surgery and learn about the state-of-the-art
equipment used in dentistry, as well as be given
the opportunity to operate a machine use to make
braces for teeth alignment.
Length: 1 hour

Bubble Tea Making
Workshop

Ratio: 1 : 1

Learn the culture of Bubble tea.
Experience the variety of different flavours
available.
Learn the skills to create your own blend.

$150
Participants will
get $100 credit
to purchase
equipment and
ingredients
Pay by transfer
or at the venue

Length: 2 hours
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GOALS & SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

Ratio: 1 : 1

•
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SKILLS BASED THERAPY & EXPERIENCES
COURSE NAME

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE

COST OF
COURSE

COST FOR CLINICIAN TO
AT TEND WITH CLIENT
•

Try new foods

•

Language learning

•

Cultural learning

•

Fine and gross motor skills

•

Social skills

•

Community experience

•

Develop independence

•

Resume building

•

Language learning

5 hours total

•

Communication skills

• 1 hour travel
4 hours course support

•

Gross and Fine motor skills

•

Social skills

•

Resume building

Our Noodle making workshop offers a real
restaurant kitchen cooking experience.
Be the customer and the cook at the same time.
Noodle Making Workshop

The participant will navigate through the menu
and place an order for chosen foods items. The
participant will then be guided by the owner of the
restaurant, Felix, to make the meal. Finally, the
participant will get to dine in and enjoy the meal
they prepared.

Length: 1 hour

2 hours total

$50

Pay at
restaurant

•

• 1 hour travel
1 hour course support

Ratio: 1 : 1

Cake can be used for many different occasions,
birthdays, weddings, gifts, any type of
celebrations or just simply wanting a slice of it.
Cake Baking and Design
C ours e
On hold due to COVID-19

Often, we are able to tell what a cake is for
according to the decorations on the cake.
In this workshop, participants will learn how to
make good looking, representative, and yummy
cakes for all occasions. They will be inspired
to become competent and innovative when
attempting their own creations.
Length: TBC
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GOALS & SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

$385

$350+gst
Pay by transfer
or at the venue

•

Ratio: TBC
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COURSE NAME

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE

Cook Medical Tour

A great opportunity to get a personal tour of the
state-of-the-art medical equipment in a company
that produces various clinical and medical
supplies.
Participant will get to see the operations within
the company, experience medical sanitization
methods, experience operation of medical
machines.

On hold due to COVID-19

Length: TBC

McDonalds Back End Tour &
Experience
On hold due to COVID-19
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COST FOR CLINICIAN TO
AT TEND WITH CLIENT

$100

•

Community learning
experience

•

Language learning

•

Social skills

•

Social skills

•

Language learning

2 hours total

•

Communication skills

1 hour travel
1 hour course support

•

Memory

•

EF

•

Fine and gross motor

•

Developing interests

•

Exploring potential

TBC

(may change)

GOALS & SKILL
DEVELOPMENT

Ratio: TBC

Mcdonald’s is a name known to almost every
family. Most children become extremely excited
just hearing the brand name. Mcdonald’s has
made efforts to support communities and all
abilities workers, and with this experience they are
assisting The Health Hub clients in exploring and
building skills that translate into the community.
This back- end tour experience gives participants
the opportunity to have a look at all the action
behind the counter & into the kitchen.
The participant will also get to design their own
burger and EAT IT!
Length: 1 hour

COST OF
COURSE

TBC

•
•

Ratio: 1 : 1
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